DECEMBER

The BLM Slaughter Conspiracy by John Holland and Valerie James Patton

BLM Conducts Another "Under the Radar" Wild Horse Round-up

Influential New York Race Group Adopts Zero Tolerance Policy on Horse Slaughter

Will American Congress and Canadian Parliament Allow Europeans To Consume Tainted Horse Meat? (with CHDC)

BLM Forges Forward With Nevada Calico Complex Roundup

NOVEMBER

US Department of Justice postpones wild horse round-up

Mariana Tosca, Viggo Mortensen and Kevin Nealon join the unified call for an immediate moratorium on wild horse and burro round-ups

Sheryl Crow Asks President Obama & Secretary Salazar to Stop the Assault on America’s Wild Horses and Burros

Unified Call for an Immediate Moratorium on Wild Horse & Burro Roundups
OCTOBER

Citizens call for immediate moratorium on wild horse round-ups

The Reality of Sue Wallis’ proposed HORSE Act of 2009 by John Holland and Vicki Tobin

SEPTEMBER

Cloud’s Herd to be Rounded Up by Federally-Indicted Contractor (with The Cloud Foundation)

AUGUST

Circumventing the Wishes of Congress and the American Public: BLM Moves Forward with Massive Removals of Wild Horses (with The Cloud Foundation)

Horse Groups Call on CFIA for Answers on EU Equine Food Safety Requirements (CHDC with EWA)

New EU rules may end slaughter of American Horses

JULY

Native Americans proved not to be proponents of horse slaughter

Congress Passes Wild Horse and Burro Protection Legislation

Attempt to Silence Equine Welfare Alliance

Pro Slaughter Group Issues Tainted Survey Results
JUNE

Documents Reveal BLM Secret Plan to Destroy Wild Horses (Cloud Foundation Release)

Arabian committee at odds with Arabian Horse Association’s resolution on horse slaughter

Arabian Horse Association betrays breed

PETA thwarts efforts to bring home racehorses

MAY

Political lobby group joins disinformation campaign

We can’t slaughter our way to horse welfare by Duane Burright

AQHA official celebrates pending slaughter of Quarter Horses

Horse slaughter dream a financial nightmare

Governor Schweitzer goes to Derby, leaves slaughter bill to become law

APRIL

Plan Emerging for mustangs from 3-Strikes Ranch

Showdown at Horse Slaughter Pass by John Holland

Beef: It's still what's for dinner

Food Safety Concerns Shut Down Natural Meat Company in Canada (CHDC Release)

Illinois: Still Safe Haven for Horses

EWA 2009 Press Releases & Editorials
MARCH

North Dakota & Minnesota Flood Assistance for Equines

The Snow Job in Montana Will Melt

Congress must act now

Legislatures Fearful of Federal Ban on Equine Cruelty

FEBRUARY

Agriculture Associations Misrepresent Horse Slaughter